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Entando Professional Services helps your team in getting the
best value out of Entando 6 by understanding your business and
technical challenges helping you in making the best decisions
to achieve project success. Our team will help you to review and
validate your design to avoid unexpected issues and identify
potential risks.
Entando will support you across all aspects of your business
providing guidelines and recommendations to enable your growth
and accompany you on your digital journey.
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ENTERPRISE RELIABILITY

Entando is the leading micro frontend platform for building
enterprise web applications on Kubernetes.
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What will you get?

Benefits

•

A working POC for your environment

•

Understand your business and your existing technological landscape

•

Understand Entando’s Kubernetes-native infrastructure

•

Kick off your Entando upgrade on the right foot

•

A CI/CD development pipeline to deploy a micro frontend and
microservice in your environment

•

Identify the best approach to overcome the technical challenges
specific to your case

•

A robust methodology on how to design, manage, and deploy apps in
a Kubernetes environment

•

Support you with best practices and past industry experience.

•

Production ready code in a containerized app built using micro
frontends and microservices

•

Reference architecture for how to build modern apps on Entando 6

•

A summary document with recommendations on methodology and
Kubernetes deployment best practices for your environment

•

(4-week package): Hands-on implementation support on how
to change the way you develop modern frontend applications to
leverage the power of micro frontends

Get Your Project Up and Running Quickly

At Entando, we understand the importance of getting your project out on time. The end result of this package is a working POC for
your environment where your team is ramped up and ready to develop on kubernetes and micro frontends much faster compared to
studying and learning everything on their own. The standard 2-week innovation lab is designed to ramp up your team and deliver a
working POC fast. For extended in-person support for the first phase of your project, upgrade to our 4-week innovation lab.

A New Way of Doing Things Requires New Processes
With Kubernetes, you can fully automate the management of servers and containers in production. And micro frontends empower
parallel development teams that can release independently on the same codebase. But developing on Kubernetes and transitioning
from a monolith can be hard. Entando Innovation Labs helps enterprises gain the benefits of Kubernetes and micro frontends, and
reduces the complexity of developing apps on Kubernetes. We provide a standard methodology on how to develop apps as micro
frontends and microservices, and make it easier to develop on Kubernetes by mimicking the standard development lifecycle that
developers are used to.

About Entando Professional Services

Entando’s Professional Services team works with customers to foster success in their digital journey. As a global team with extensive experience in
a variety of industry sectors, such as telecommunications, e-commerce, travel, and digital entertainment, Entando Professional Services guides you
through critical milestones and decision points, augmenting your team and providing support or ownership of governance, architecture, infrastructure,
delivery and training.
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